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Abstract—Noncoherent detection schemes are an appealing
and low-complexity alternative in multi-user massive MIMO up-
link systems compared to classical coherent detection algorithms,
since no actual channel knowledge is required at the receiver.
For noncoherent multi-user detection to function, the induced
power at the base station is utilized to separate the different
users. However, spatial separation is impossible when the users
are located in the far-field of the receiving antenna array.
Consequently, noncoherent detection fails in such scenarios. To
this end, beamspace techniques can be applied, focusing the
energy of the incident wave to a smaller subset of the receive
antennas and enabling again the noncoherent detection scheme.
This paper analyzes the beamspace capabilities of a dielectric
lens and an analog beamforming network applied at the receiver.
Furthermore, a sub-array architecture is proposed, relaxing
the design requirements for practical implementation. It is
shown that noncoherent detection in combination with beamspace
techniques performs comparably to channel-estimation-based
detection. In addition, the sub-array architecture revealed a
significant performance enhancement accompanied by a reduced
user separability.

I. INTRODUCTION

MASSIVE multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) is one
of the most promising key technologies to satisfy the

rising demand of high spectral and power efficiency for next
generation wireless communication systems [1]–[5]. Evolved
from multi-user MIMO, where several users simultaneously
communicate with a central base station (BS) equipped with
a moderate number of antennas, massive MIMO employs
antenna arrays with an order of magnitude more elements. In
order to exploit the benefits in terms of enhanced capacity and
energy efficiency due to the increased number of BS antennas,
accurate channel state information (CSI) has to be available.
The main method for CSI acquisition is pilot signaling,
where predefined orthogonal pilot signals are transmitted. The
process of gathering CSI has been studied extensively [6]–
[8]. However, the channel estimation process can quickly
become very challenging with the rising number of channels
coefficients to be estimated. Furthermore, the accuracy of the
CSI can be affected by the re-use of training sequences in other
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communication cells, widely known as the pilot contamination
problem [9], [10].

In order to overcome the issues of channel estimation,
an alternative approach in the uplink is proposed in [11],
[12], where noncoherent detection methods are applied at
the BS to recover the individual transmitted signals of the
users. Inspired from ultra-wideband communication systems,
no actual channel knowledge is utilized and required, but the
per-user received power induced at the antenna array of the BS,
i.e., the user-specific power-space profile (PSP). The presented
schemes in [11], [12] show results comparable to CSI-based
(coherent) detection [13] but reduced complexity for channel
estimation and no need for (perfect) synchronization of the
local oscillators. This holds as long as the users can be
spatially separated at the BS based on their PSPs. Otherwise,
noncoherent detection fails when no spatial separation is given,
or rather, distinctive PSPs exist. In order to provide favorable
PSPs, the BS has to be physically large and the users have to be
located in the near-field of the receive array as shown in [14].
A better user separability can be achieved by employing
directional antennas at the BS [15].

Basically, for practical implementation purposes, the receive
antenna array should be preferably of compact size. However,
when shrinking the BS size, and when the users are located
in the far-field, no favorable PSPs arise making noncoherent
detection impossible. Consequently, it is highly desirable to
obtain distinctive PSPs also in the present case. This can be
provided by utilizing beamspace techniques, where the energy
of the incoming signal is focused on a smaller subset of the
receiving antennas. Such techniques can be realized in the
analog or in the digital domain using analog beamforming
networks [16], [17] or equivalent digital signal processing
algorithms [18]–[20], respectively. Furthermore, a dielectric
lens in front of the large BS antenna array has also the
corresponding focusing properties, which is proposed for co-
herent hybrid analog/digital massive MIMO transceivers in the
uplink in [21]–[24] and for a coherent lens-embedded massive
MIMO system in the downlink in [25], [26]. For a proof of
concept, a lens approach has been investigated for noncoherent
transmission in [27], where very simplified channel and lens
models have been utilized.

This work evaluates the lens-embedded system on the
basis of a lens model derived from Fourier optics and for a
cluster-based channel model. In addition, analog beamforming
structures are investigated for noncoherent transmission as
well. Furthermore, since the full-array lens or the analog
beamformer might reach the limits of a practical implemen-
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Fig. 1. (a) Conventional massive MIMO uplink system. (b)–(e) Proposed beamspace architecture at the base station for noncoherent detection: (b) full-array
lens, (c) sub-array lens, (d) full-array analog beamformer, and (e) sub-array analog beamformer.

tation, a sub-array approach is proposed to relax the design
requirements.

Since no distribution network of a high-quality phase ref-
erence and no (perfect) synchronization is needed for nonco-
herent transmission, independent local oscillators at the BS
can be employed reducing the complexity of the distribution
network. However, the phase progression between adjacent
receive channels is lost after downconversion to baseband.
Hence, digital beamforming cannot be applied in the given
setup and is not examined in this paper.

In summary, the noncoherent detection approach fails when
users are located in the far-field. The contribution of this
work is to unite the individual common known concepts
of beamspace techniques, sub-array architecture, and non-
coherent detection and analyze these approaches jointly. To
this purpose, sophisticated and physically accurate beamspace
technique and channel models are utilized, which guarantee
an evaluation under realistic conditions.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
system model containing an overview of the proposed massive
MIMO system with beamspace techniques for noncoherent
detection. Furthermore, the respective models for the dielectric
lens and the analog beamformer are derived. Section III details
the cluster-based channel model and the integration of the
corresponding beamspace models. The noncoherent detection
algorithm is reviewed in Section III. Numerical results for full-
and sub-array architectures are shown in Section IV. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section V.

Notations: In this paper, bold-faced capital letters and bold-
faced small letters denote matrices and column vectors, re-
spectively. Superscripts (·)T and (·)H indicate matrix transpose
and matrix conjugate transpose, respectively. The operators ◦,
⊗, E{·}, F {·} and DFT {·} denote the entry-wise product
of two vectors (or matrices), the Kronecker product, the
expectation, the Fourier transform, and the discrete Fourier
transform, respectively. IN is the N ×N identity matrix and
||·||F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System Overview

In this paper, a multi-user uplink system is considered,
where Nu single-antenna user transmit to a central base station.

At the base station a uniform linear array with a very large
number of receive antennas Nrx�Nu and an inter-element
distance of da is employed. The users simultaneously transmit
independent data streams to the receiver and noncoherent
detection methods are applied at the base station to recover
the data. The conventional massive MIMO system is depicted
in Fig. 1a. In order to ensure the required spatial separation
of each individual user at the base station for the noncoherent
detection scheme, beamspace techniques are utilized focusing
the energy on a smaller subset of the receiving array. These
techniques are described in the following.

1) Beamspace System Architectures: Energy focusing at
the base station can be provided either by a dielectric lens
embedded at the receiver of the conventional system (attached
in front of the antenna elements) as depicted in Fig. 1b or
by a beamforming structure in the analog domain (after the
antennas but before the downconversion and the analog-to-
digital conversion) as illustrated in Fig. 1d.

The dielectric lens acts as a phase shifter producing a con-
verging wavefront from a plane wave input and concentrates
the power of the incident wave in the focal plane depending on
the angle of arrival of the wave. The relevant design parameters
of the lens are the focal length f , the lens aperture D, the
electric permitivity of the lens material εr, as well as the
distance l between the lens and the receiving antenna array
(generally equal to the focal length).

In case of the analog beamformer, the input signals are
superimposed constructively using a phase-shifting network
or time-delay-based network, where in both cases the output
ports (beam ports) Nb remain the same as the number of input
ports (Nrx). Thus, the energy is focused to one of the beam
ports depending on the direction of the incoming signal. For
instance, the phase-shifting network can be realized by discrete
phase shifters together with power dividers and combiners
using a Butler matrix [17], [28]. A time-delay-based network,
for example, can be implemented by a Rotman lens [16], [29],
[30], which artificially introduces time delays to focus the
incoming wave. In general, both the Butler matrix and the
Rotman lens require an antenna number, which is a power of
two, i.e., Nrx = 2N , N ∈ N.

In Fig. 1b and Fig. 1d the lens aperture covers the entire
receiving array and the input signals of the analog beamformer
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Fig. 2. Propagation characteristics of a dielectric lens with D=64λ and f =41.6λ. (a) 3D- and (b) 2D-field distribution of an incident wave at φ=0◦.
The dashed white line represents the focal plane at distance f . (c) Cross section intensity at the focal length f for several angle of arrivals φ (normalized to
the maximum intensity at φ=0◦).

are processed jointly. This full-array architecture provides
optimal results in view of its energy-focusing capabilities.
However, the practical implementation of both architectures
can be extremely challenging as the size of the lens is very
large at low carrier frequencies and the complexity of the ana-
log beamformer scales with the number of receive antennas.
Consequently, a more practical approach is to resort to a sub-
array architecture, where the full-array is divided into several
sub-arrays as depicted in Fig. 1c and Fig. 1e. It is assumed
that the receiving array is splitted into Nsub equal-size sub-
arrays, where each sub-array has Nrx,sub =Nb,sub =Nrx/Nsub

antennas or beam ports. In case of the lens architecture,
each sub-array is equipped with a small-size lens, which
aperture is downsized by the number of sub-arrays according
to D′=D/Nsub.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
beamspace architectures, appropriate models for the lens and
the analog beamforming have been developed, which are
described in the following.

2) Dielectric Lens Model: The lens aperture is assumed to
lie in the x-z-plane and is illuminated in positive y-direction.
Applying the Huygens–Fresnel principle for parallel planes
and the Fresnel approximation, the field distribution Uy(x, z)
at a distance y behind the lens can be expressed as [31]

Uy(x, z) = F−1
{

F {U0(x, z)} ·F
{
h̃y(x, z)

}}
, (1)

where U0(x, z) is the field distribution at the aperture. The
term h̃y(x, z) in (1) is the impulse response of the free-space
propagation given by [31]

h̃y(x, z) =
e jky

jλy
e jk x2+z2

2y , (2)

where k= 2π/λ is the wavenumber, λ is the wavelength,
and j =

√
−1. Physically speaking, the field distribution at

distance y is given by the inverse Fourier transform (F−1 {·})
of the product of the Fourier-transformed initial field right
at the aperture and of a Fourier-transformed quadratic phase
exponential and a multiplicative factor.

Since the array configuration at the base station is consid-
ered as a one-dimensional uniform linear array, the dimension-

ality of the lens model can be reduced in the same manner. In
the following, the base station antennas are positioned along
the x-axis and, therefore, only the field distribution along the
x-axis of the lens is relevant. Thus (1) changes accordingly to

Uy(x) = F−1
{

F {U0(x)} ·F
{
h̃y(x)

}}
. (3)

For computation purposes, the field distribution in x-direction
is sampled within the range of an observation window of
size X using a sampling distance of ∆x. The total number of
samples is Ns =X/∆x. The field in y-direction is calculated
using discrete steps of ∆y. The complex field vector un∆y at
a distance n∆y is then given as

un∆y =


un∆y [−Ns/2 + 1]

...
un∆y [m′]

...
un∆y [Ns/2]

 , (4)

where un∆y [m′]
def
= Uy=n∆y(m′∆x). The field vector un∆y is

obtained recursively from the field u(n−1)∆y of the previous
sampling step as in [26] according to

un∆y = DFT−1
{

DFT
{
u(n−1)∆y

}
◦DFT

{
h̃∆y

}}
, (5)

where

h̃∆y =


h̃∆y [−Ns/2 + 1]

...
h̃∆y [m′]

...
h̃∆y [Ns/2]

 , (6)

and

h̃∆y [m′] =
e jk∆y

jλ∆y
e jk

(m′∆x)2

2∆y . (7)

Applying a thin lens assumption, the initial field distribu-
tion u0 at the surface of the lens is given by [26], [31]

u0 [m′] = P [m′] e
−jk

(
(m′∆x)2

2f +m′∆x sin(φ)

)
, (8)

where f is known as the focal length, φ is the angle of the
incident plane wave, and P [m′] is the pupil function. The
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pupil function takes into account the aperture of the lens, i.e.,
the opening available to collect electromagnetic energy. As
the amount of collected energy depends on the angle of the
incident wave, the pupil function is

P [m′] =

{
1, |m′∆x| ≤ 1

2D cos (φ)

0, otherwise
. (9)

The propagation and focusing characteristics of the dielectric
lens is exemplarily illustrated for D= 64λ and f = 41.6λ
in Fig. 2. When a plane wave impinges on the lens, the
power is concentrated at the focal distance (hotspot) and
follows a sinc function (see Fig. 2). The location of the
hotspot varies along the focal plane with respect to the angle
of arrival of the incident wave. Furthermore, the width of
the footprint increases for larger |φ|, while the power peak
decreases (see Fig. 2c). The ratio of focal length to aperture
diameter (f/D) of the lens determines the scanning angle
range and the resolution of spatial angle. Increasing f/D leads
to a larger distance of two adjacent focal spots for the same
angle of arrival. Consequently, the resolution is improved.
However, the larger f/D, the smaller the scanning angle
range leading to a tradeoff between resolution and coverage
angle. These observations are consistent with that reported in
prior works based on experiments [32], [33]. For the given
configuration, f/D= 0.65 and the scanning range amounts to
approximately ±45◦.

Since the receive array is placed behind the dielectric lens
at the focal distance, the array response as function of the
incident angle can be obtained from the field distribution
sampled at the position of the Nrx antenna elements, which
are uniformly spaced by the antenna distance da. Thus, the
array response can be expressed as

alens,full(φ) =


uf [d [1]]
uf [d [2]]

...
uf [d [Nrx]]

 , (10)

where uf [m′] denotes the field distribution at the focal
length f and d [m] = da

∆x (m −Nrx/2) represents the position
of the mth base station antenna along the x-axis.

In case of the sub-array architecture, the field distribution of
the lens is computed for a small-sized lens of D′=D/Nsub.
The focal length is downsized in the same manner to
f ′= f/Nsub such that the ratio f ′/D′ is kept constant in order
to provide the same scanning range. Accordingly, the array
response for the sub-array is then

alens,sub(φ) =


uf ′ [d [1]]
uf ′ [d [2]]

...
uf ′ [d [Nrx,sub]]

 , (11)

where uf ′ [m′] denotes the field intensity at the focal length f ′

and d [msub] = da

∆x (msub−Nrx,sub/2) indicates the correspond-
ing position of the msubth antenna of the sub-array.

3) Analog Beamforming Model: In general, the analog
beamforming network processes the incoming signal from Nrx

antennas in order to form Nb beams corresponding to Nb pre-
configured angles of arrival. Hence, a wavefront arriving with a
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Fig. 3. Field intensity ( ) for several angle of arrivals φ of the incoming
plane wave at the output of a full-array analog beamformer. The scanning
angle range is ±45◦, Nrx =Nb =128, and da =λ/2. The dashed gray plot
( ) represents the field intensity when the angle of arrival φ is perfectly
matched to the next available angle bin.

proper phase front at the array is focused at the corresponding
beam port. In other words, signals are superimposed to add
coherently at the beam port for a defined direction. Without
loss of generality, it is assumed that Nrx =Nb. Considering the
full-array architecture, the multiport network can be described
by an Nb×Nrx matrix [30]

AABF,full = [ãNrx(φ
full
1 ), ãNrx(φ

full
2 ), . . . , ãNrx(φ

full
Nb

)]H , (12)

where ãNrx(φ) is the steering vector aNrx(φ) of a uniform
linear array with Nrx elements weighted by the aperture loss
depending on the angle of arrival φ, i.e.,

ãNrx(φ) = cos (φ)aNrx(φ) =
cos (φ)√
Nrx


1

e−jkda sin(φ)

...

e−jk(Nrx−1)da sin(φ)

 ,
(13)

and the set {φfull1 , φfull2 , · · · , φfullNb
} in represents the sweeping

angles of the beam ports.
In the same manner, the sub-array architecture can be

characterized by an Nb×Nrx block diagonal matrix

AABF,sub =INsub
⊗ [ãNrx,sub

(φsub1 ), . . . , ãNrx,sub
(φsubNb,sub

)]H ,
(14)

where ãNrx,sub
(φ) is the weighted steering vector of

the sub-array with Nrx,sub elements (compare (13)) and
{φsub1 , · · · , φsubNb,sub

} is the corresponding set of sweeping angles
for the Nb,sub beam ports.

The set of sweeping angles for both the full-array and
the sub-array architecture are evenly distributed within the
desired scanning range of the receiver. In other words, the
angular domain is sampled with fixed angular bins, whereby
the number of bins and the angular resolution is determined
by the number of beam ports, or rather, the number of receive
antennas. Consequently, the sub-array architecture exhibits a
lower resolution and a smaller number of angular bins in
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comparison to a full-array architecture maintaining the same
scanning range.

The analog beamforming approach differs from the lens-
embedded system especially by the fact, that the energy of the
incoming wave is focused to one of the beam ports and there is
a discrete field distribution (quantized by the number of beam
ports or antenna ports, respectively). Conversely, regarding the
lens approach, the energy is focused in the focal plane and
the continuous field is then sampled by the respective antenna
positions.

An example for the energy focusing capabilities of the full-
array analog beamforming structure is depicted in Fig. 3 for
several angle of arrivals φ of an incident plane wave using (12).
The number of antennas and beam ports are Nrx =Nb = 128
and the antenna distance is da =λ/2. The set of sweeping an-
gles is equally distributed in a scanning angle range of ±45◦.
It can be observed that when the angle of arrival does not
perfectly match any available angle bin of the beamformer (or
rather does not coincide with the preconfigured angle of arrival
each beam/antenna port is assigned to), the peak intensity is
reduced. The same applies for larger |φ| caused by the aperture
loss.

B. Channel Model

First, the propagation channel without any beamspace tech-
niques is considered. As previously mentioned, a massive
MIMO channel with a uniform linear array of Nrx antennas at
the base station and a single antenna at each user are studied.
Here, a geometry-based stochastic channel model, namely the
COST 2100 channel model [34], [35], is used and adapted
appropriately. This channel model emulates physical scatter-
ing objects by placing clusters randomly in the topological
simulation area. Each cluster consists of groups of multi-
path components (MPC), which the parameters thereof such
as direction and complex amplitude are calculated from the
geometry of the simulation region. Basically, a distinction
is made between four kinds of clusters. These are local
clusters (scatterers surrounding the users and the BS), single
clusters (scattering with one object), twin clusters (scattering
with multiple objects), and common clusters (user and BS
share the same set of clusters). Furthermore, line-of-sight
propagation between the user and the BS can be taken into
account as well. However, reducing the complexity, in the
following only local clusters are considered, which are uni-
formly distributed around the users in the horizontal/azimuthal
plane and are characterized by a spatial spread. Furthermore,
plane waves impinging at the base station are assumed. When
no beamspace techniques are applied, the complex channel
vector hu for the uth user can be described as

hu =

Nu,p∑
p=1

aMPC
u,p aNrx(φ

MPC
u,p ) , (15)

where aMPC
u,p denotes the complex amplitude of the pth multi-

path component originating from the local clusters of the uth
user, φMPC

u,p is the corresponding angle of arrival, and Nu,p
is the total number of multi-path components of the uth user.

aNrx(φ
MPC
u,p ) represents the steering vector of the uniform linear

array already introduced in (13).
1) Dielectric Lens: In order to integrate the dielectric lens

in the present channel model, the steering vector of the
uniform linear array is replaced by the array response vector of
the already introduced lens model. Considering the full-array
architecture, the complex channel vector of the uth user can
be expressed as

hlens,full
u =

Nu,p∑
p=1

aMPC
u,p alens,full(φMPC

u,p ) . (16)

The same procedure is done in case of the sub-array archi-
tecture. However, as a plane wave assumption is applied, the
change in phase of the multi-path components among the sub-
arrays is taken into account. The sub-channel vector hlens,sub

u,n

of the nth sub-array and the uth user is then given as

hlens,sub
u,n =

Nu,p∑
p=1

aMPC
u,p alens,sub(φMPC

u,p ) e−jk(n−1)dsub sin(φMPC
u,p ) ,

(17)
where dsub =Nrx,sub da denotes the distance between adjacent
sub-arrays. Stacking of hlens,sub

u,n of the individual sub-arrays
yields the entire channel coefficient column vector of the uth
user according to

hlens,sub
u =


hlens,sub
u,1

hlens,sub
u,2...

hlens,sub
u,Nsub

 . (18)

2) Analog Beamforming: Given the analog beamforming
model as previously stated, the extended channel column
vector is simply the product of the beamforming matrix and
the channel vector of the uth user of the conventional system.
For the full-array architecture it reads

hABF,full
u = AABF,fullhu . (19)

In the same way, the modified channel vector using the sub-
array approach is as follows:

hABF,sub
u = AABF,subhu . (20)

III. NONCOHERENT DETECTION

Considering the massive MIMO uplink system as depicted
in Fig. 1a, the noncoherent detection of each user is performed
block-wise over a temporal block. Assuming the channel to be
constant over a transmission burst, the received signal block R
of Nrx receive antennas and over Nbl time steps can be written
as

R =

Nu∑
u=1

hub
T
u + N = HB + N , (21)

where hu = [h1,u, . . . , hNrx,u]
T collects the complex-valued

channel coefficients of the uth user (equal to the corresponding
channel coefficient vector hlens

u or hABF
u when beamspace

techniques are applied), bTu = [b0,u, b1,u, . . . , bNbl−1,u] consists
of the transmit symbols bk,u of each user u at time step k,
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and N gathers the zero-mean circular-symmetric complex
Gaussian noise samples nm,k with variance σ2

n at the mth
receive antenna at time step k. As in [30], it is assumed that
the noise is still Gaussian distributed even if the introduced
beamspace techniques are applied. Alternatively, the receive
block R in (21) can be represented by the channel matrix
H = [h1, . . . ,hNu

] (equal to the corresponding channel matrix
H lens = [hlens

1 , . . . ,hlens
Nu

] or HABF = [hABF
1 , . . . ,hABF

Nu
] when

beamspace techniques are applied) and the transmit symbol
matrix B = [b1, . . . , bNu ]

T.
The transmit symbols are differentially encoded unit-

magnitude phase-shift keying (DPSK) symbols. To this end,
the information symbols ak,u of each user to be transmitted
are drawn from an M -ary PSK constellation M= {e j2πi/M |
i= 0, 1, . . . ,M−1} and are differentially encoded such that

bk,u = ak,u bk−1,u , b0,u = 1 . (22)

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio of
the transmitted energy per PSK symbols Es,tx and the noise
power spectral density N0. Due to the use of PSK signals
Es,tx/N0 = 1/σ2

n .
The noncoherent detection scheme is based on the Nbl×Nbl

correlation matrix

Zu
def
= RHWuR , (23)

where Wu
def
= diag(w1,u, . . . , wNrx,u) is a user-specific diag-

onal weighting matrix acting as a spatial filter. Knowing the
average power induced by each user at the base station (power-
space profile, PSP), the weighting coefficients can be opti-
mized to maximize the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio
(SINR) [12], [36]. Other approaches are matched weighting or
antenna windowing [11]. The power-space profile pu of user u
over the receive antennas results from averaging the squared
magnitude of the uth channel coefficient vector hu (or hlens

u or
hABF
u when beamspace techniques are applied) over different

channel realizations, i.e.,

pu
def
= E

{
|hu|2

}
. (24)

Using (23), the detection can be done for each user individu-
ally (in parallel) by employing decision-feedback differential
detection (DFDD) [11]. In this case, decisions are gener-
ated successively and previous detected symbols are taken
into account. A performance improvement can be achieved
by combining DFDD with noncoherent decision-feedback
equalization (DFDD/nDFE) [12], where average interference
cancellation based on already detected symbols of the other
users is performed in addition.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The symbol error rate performance of the noncoherent
detection scheme is evaluated for the conventional massive
MIMO uplink system and for the proposed beamspace ar-
chitectures using DFDD/nDFE. In order to provide a basis
for performance comparison, a coherent detection scheme,
namely Bell Laboratories layered space-time (BLAST) [37], is
evaluated assuming perfect channel knowledge at the receiver.
To this end, simulations are carried out for Nu = 3 users and

y

x
z

base station

user 1
user 2

user 3

φ3

φ2

φ1

Fig. 4. User and base station arrangement to evaluate the noncoherent massive
MIMO system with beamspace techniques. The shaded area ( ) denotes the
scanning angle range of the base station.

TABLE I
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND PARAMETERIZATION OF PROPAGATION

CHANNEL AND NONCOHERENT DETECTION.

System configuration

number of users Nu 3

number of BS antennas Nrx 128

BS antenna spacing da λ/2

scanning angle range of BS ±45◦

user and BS antenna type omni-directional

angle φu of user φ1 =−30◦, φ2, φ3 =30◦

Propagation channel

cluster types local

number of multi-path
3

components Nu,p

angular spread at BS σs =8◦

number of different
300,000channel realizations

per user 2 angle φ2
channel normalization ||H||2F =Nu

(power control) (= ||H lens||2F = ||HABF||2F)
Noncoherent detection

modulation alphabet 4-ary DPSK

block length Nbl 200

a base station employing Nrx = 128 omni-directional antennas
arranged as uniform linear array. The inter-element distance
amounts to da =λ/2. The scanning angle range of the base
station is assumed to be ±45◦. This configuration corresponds
to the situation that the coverage of the BS is equally sector-
ized into four sectors of 90◦ each. The users equipped with a
single omni-directional antenna are placed in front of the BS
in such a way that they are located in the far-field and are seen
under a given angle φu as depicted in Fig. 4. The angles of
users 1 and 3 are fixed in the following and set to φ1 =−30◦

and φ3 = 30◦, respectively.
Regarding the propagation channel, multi-path propagation

is assumed originating from local clusters surrounding the
users. The local clusters are uniformly distributed in the
horizontal/azimuthal plane and the plane waves impinging at
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Fig. 5. Full-array lens architecture: Power-space profile and symbol error rate performance. Colors correspond to users: user 1 ( / ),
user 2 ( / ), user 3 ( / ). Gray plots ( / ) represent results for conventional system without beamspace techniques for each user.
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Fig. 6. Full-array analog beamforming architecture: Power-space profile and symbol error rate performance. Colors correspond to users: user 1 ( / ),
user 2 ( / ), user 3 ( / ). Gray plots ( / ) represent results for conventional system without beamspace techniques for each user.

the BS have an angular spread with standard deviation σs = 8◦,
which is a reasonable value for urban environments [38]. The
number of multi-path components per user is Nu,p = 3. Since
the SER performance is averaged over a different number of
channel realizations, 300,000 different channel matrices are
acquired from the cluster-based channel model. A power con-
trol is utilized assuming that the transmit power of each user
is adjusted in such a way that the total sum power induced by
all users is the same at the BS. In other words, the respective
channel matrices H , H lens, and HABF are normalized in such
a way that ||H||2F = ||H lens||2F = ||HABF||2F =Nu providing a
fair comparison.

For the noncoherent detection, a block length of Nbl = 200
is considered, whereby the users transmit quaternary DPSK
symbols. A summary of the system configuration as well as
of the relevant parameterization of the propagation channel
and of the noncoherent detection is given in Table I.

A. Full-Array Architecture

First the full-array architecture is investigated starting with
the lens-embedded system. Providing the previously specified

scanning angle range of ±45◦, the ratio of the aperture size
and the focal length of the lens is chosen as f/D= 0.65.
As the aperture size is predefined by the physical size of the
antenna array, i.e., D= 64λ, the focal length is consequently
f = 41.6λ. Applying the lens-embedded system, the receive
power of each user is focused onto a small part of the entire re-
ceiving antenna array. Fig. 5a shows the corresponding power-
space profile when user 2 is located at boresight (φ2 = 0◦). In
the present scenario, the PSP of user 2 exhibits a narrow peak,
whereas the induced power of the users 1 and 3 is distributed
over a larger range of antennas. Furthermore, the total power
of the users 1 and 3 is less. The reduction in power is due to
the aperture loss, which is proportional to the angle φu and
which at the same time leads to a broadening of the profiles.
Noteworthy, comparing the intensity of the lens in Fig. 2c,
the power distribution in the present case is broadened. This
is due to the reason that several plane waves having a spatial
spread impinge at the base station. On the contrary, the power
of each user is equally and uniformly distributed among the
receiving antennas when no lens is present.

Fig. 5b shows the symbol error rate vs. the SNR when user 2
is again at boresight. Considering the conventional system,
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Fig. 7. Sub-array lens architecture: Power-space profile and symbol error rate performance. Colors correspond to users: user 1 ( / ),
user 2 ( / ), user 3 ( / ). Gray plots ( / ) represent results for conventional system without beamspace techniques for each user.
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Fig. 8. Sub-array analog beamforming architecture: Power-space profile and symbol error rate performance. Colors correspond to users: user 1 ( / ),
user 2 ( / ), user 3 ( / ). Gray plots ( / ) represent results for conventional system without beamspace techniques for each user.

noncoherent detection fails since the users cannot be separated
at the base station due to uniform power profiles. However,
when the lens is present, noncoherent detection is enabled in
the first place, whereas a small loss in performance is observed
for coherent detection. An SNR gain can be noticed for user 2
compared to the users 1 or 3, which occurs due to the higher
total receive power when located at boresight. The diversity
order of the present scenario is three, which is equal to the
number of different propagation paths. However, in case of the
lens-embedded system, the diversity order is not fully reached,
in particular for user 1 and 3. Here, the channel coefficients
of the named users are less correlated in comparison to user 2
since the respective receive power is spread among a larger
number of receive antennas (broadened PSP), but the SNR
per antenna element is reduced leading to the corresponding
losses in performance.

The symbol error rate performance as function of the
angle φ2 of user 2 at Es,tx/N0 =̂ 15 dB is shown in Fig. 5c.
It can be noted that when user 2 approaches one of the
other users, the performance deteriorates for both users using
noncoherent detection. This results from the overlapping of
the respective power-space profiles. In case of BLAST, the

SER of user 1 and 3 is not affected by the position of user 2.
However, the SER of each individual user depends on the
the actual position. Regarding the performance of user 2, the
SER gets worse for larger |φ2| due to the reduced receive
power. Furthermore, a minor performance degradation of the
second user can be seen around boresight with and without
the lens system because of higher correlation present between
the channel coefficients.

Next, the performance of the full-array architecture employ-
ing an analog beamforming network is analyzed. Since the
number of beam ports Nb is kept the same as the number of
receive antennas Nrx, 128 beams can be formed by the network
in any arbitrary direction. The beams are evenly distributed in
the defined scanning angle range of ±45◦ resulting in ap-
proximately 0.7◦ resolution. Generally, when using an analog
beamformer, comparable results are obtained as for the lens-
embedded system (see Fig. 6). Here, the peak power of user 2
is slightly reduced when positioned at boresight (see Fig. 6a).
This in turn worsens the SER performance slightly (see Fig. 6b
and 6c). The minimal reduction in peak power originates
from the lack of the associated angle bin at boresight of the
beamformer. However, since the incoming waves impinge with
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a spatial spread, a characteristic peak can still be observed.
User 1 and 3 perform worse than user 2, which is again due
to the aperture loss. Furthermore, the diversity of the channel
is not fully exploited for user 1 and 3 as already observed for
the lens system.

B. Sub-Array Architecture

In the following, the sub-array architecture is examined
offering the opportunity to relax the implementation require-
ments when the full-array lens or beamformer are not feasible.
For this purpose, the given receive antenna array of Nrx = 128
antennas is divided into Nsub = 8 equal-size sub-arrays con-
sisting of Nrx,sub = 16 antennas.

Analyzing the sub-array lens architecture first, the pre-
vious full-array aperture D is downsized accordingly to
D′= 8λ. The focal length is adapted to f ′= 5.2λ such that
f ′/D′= 0.65 to provide the same previously defined scanning
angle range. Each sub-array is then equipped with a smaller
sized lens version, respectively. Since all sub-array elements
process the incoming signals individually and independently,
the power-space profile exhibits a periodic pattern of the
profile of a single sub-array as depicted in Fig. 7a. The distance
between the individual user profiles diminishes due to the
reduced aperture size of the lens. Regarding the symbol error
rate performance, substantial gains can be observed for all
users (in particular for user 1 and 3) in the coherent and, more
importantly, in the noncoherent case (see Fig. 7b and 7c). The
entire receiving array is illuminated more evenly, but still a
characteristic power-profile is provided to separate the users.
The individual user profiles exhibit no considerable differences
in shape anymore (narrowed PSP) and the channel correlation
is reduced as the total power is redistributed among small
antenna groups. This in turn leads to an almost full exploitation
of the channel diversity for all users (as it is the case for
coherent reception without beamspace techniques). Note that
user 2 still performs better due to the higher total receive
power when located at boresight (SNR gain). However, the
amount of degradation in performance is higher in the given
case when user 2 approaches one of the other user. This is the
result of the closely spaced individual user profiles starting
to overlap as soon as the second user leaves the boresight
direction. As a consequence, the user separability is reduced
when applying the sub-array approach. The same applies to
the sensitivity of the system. While employing the full-array
system, the peak power of the user varies by 1.42 (≈ 128/90◦)
BS antenna positions per user angle φu, in case of the sub-
array approach with Nsub = 8 and Nrx,sub = 16, the change
amounts to 0.18 (≈ 16/90◦) BS antenna positions per user
angle φu.

Next, the sub-array approach is applied and evalu-
ated for the analog beamforming structure. Here, the sig-
nals of the Nrx = 128 antennas are processed by Nsub = 8
equally constructed beamforming networks, where each has
Nrx,sub =Nb,sub = 16 input and output (beam) ports, respec-
tively. To maintain the prescribed scanning range, the cor-
responding beam angles are again evenly distributed in the
range of ±45◦. The results are illustrated in Fig. 8. Basically,
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(b) Analog beamformer.

Fig. 9. Symbol error rate performance of user 1 when user 2 at
boresight (φ2 =0◦) for full-array system ( / ) and for different
number of sub-arrays (Nsub =4 ( / ), Nsub =8 ( / ),
Nsub =16 ( / ), Nsub =32 ( / )).

the sub-beamformer performs almost equally to the sub-lens
architecture. Again, a periodic pattern in the power-space
profile can be seen. However, since the number of available
angle bins is shrinked to 16, the angle resolution is reduced to
roughly 5.6◦. Furthermore, the symbol error rate performance
is enhanced compared to the full-array architecture, but the
performance level of the sub-lens architecture is not fully
achieved. This approach faces also the same user separability
and sensitivity issues as described above.

Fig. 9 illustrates the symbol error rate performance of the
edge-positioned user 1 as function of the signal-to-noise ratio
for the full-array system and for different number of sub-
arrays Nsub utilizing the analog beamformer or the dielectric
lens approach, respectively. It is assumed that user 2 is located
at boresight. As previously stated, the sub-array approach is
superior compared to the full-array system. Regarding nonco-
herent detection, a degradation in performance can be observed
when the number of sub-arrays is very large. This is due to
the fact that as Nsub is increased, the induced power of the
users are spread over a larger number of antennas per sub-array
resulting in an overlap of the individual PSPs, i.e., the users
cannot be separated anymore when Nsub is too large. Here, the
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(b) Analog beamformer.

Fig. 10. Cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the eigenvalues Λu of the
covariance matrix Qu =E

{
huh

H
u

}
=VuΛuV

−1
u of user 1 for a full-array

system ( ) and for a different number of sub-arrays (Nsub =4 ( ),
Nsub =8 ( ), Nsub =16 ( ), Nsub =32 ( )).

analog beamformer shows greater susceptibility because of the
mentioned angular bin issue. Best performance is achieved for
Nsub = 8 or Nsub = 16. On the contrary, the symbol error rate
performance of the coherent detection improves and a slight
increase in diversity order (approaching the maximal channel
diversity) can be observed for larger Nsub, in particular for
the analog beamformer. Analyzing the cumulative distribu-
tion function (cdf) of the eigenvalues Λu of the covariance
matrix Qu = E

{
huh

H
u

}
=VuΛuV

−1
u of user 1, where Vu

contains the eigenvectors of Qu along its columns and Λu

contains the corresponding eigenvalues along the diagonal in
decreasing order, reveals a reduction of the overall channel
correlations (see Fig. 10). The depicted cdf represents the
amount of information contained in the eigenvectors for a
given eigenvalue number. There is no correlation present when
all eigenvalues are identical (cdf is a straight line). If there exist
a few strong eigenvalues, which contain most of the power,
the channel vector is likely to be spanned by the respective
eigenvectors. This is accompanied by strong correlation [39].
For the full-array beamformer and full-array lens system, the
first 26 largest eigenvalues contain 99% of the power leading to
a correlated channel. Applying the sub-array approach, the cdf

is more flattened for an increasing number of sub-arrays Nsub

in both systems, i.e., the power is spread over a larger number
of eigenvalues corresponding to a reduction in correlation. For
comparison, in case of the analog beamformer using Nsub = 32
sub-arrays, the first 42 largest eigenvalues contain 99% of the
power.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a noncoherent massive MIMO uplink system
employing beamspace techniques has been assessed. First, the
corresponding beamspace models, i.e., a dielectric lens and
an analog beamformer network were derived and integrated
in a cluster-based channel model. Then, it was successfully
demonstrated that by means of a lens or a beamforming
structure, a characteristic PSP can be provided at the BS. This
in turn enables noncoherent detection even in scenarios, where
the users are in the far-field, or rather, plane-waves arrive at
the BS.

Analyzing the symbol error rate performance revealed that
the lens-embedded system and the analog beamforming struc-
ture perform almost identically. The noncoherent detection
scheme is dependent on the actual user location. Performance
degrades when the user moves away from boresight of the
array or when users are located very close. A significant
performance enhancement is obtained when the sub-array
system is employed instead of the full-array system. This
provides a periodic PSP and a more even illumination of
the entire receiving array at the same time. The maximal
channel diversity is almost reached for all users, which is
not the case for the full-array system. However, a slight
difference in performance can be noticed between lens and
analog beamforming network, which is due to the reduced
angular resolution of the beamformer.

The performance was evaluated for a three-user scenario in
order to analyze the principal behavior of beamspace tech-
niques in conjunction with noncoherent detection. The users
are assumed to be static and the channel is constant during
each transmission burst. When users are in mobility, the PSP
varies accordingly at the BS. No impact on the performance
is expected, while the individual user profiles show almost
no overlap and the transmission is within the coherence time.
Additionally, more users can be accommodated as long as the
individual PSPs do not dramatically overlap. This holds for
full-array and sub-array architecture, whereby the latter can
serve less users due to the reduced user separability. A better
separation of the users is obtained around boresight, since
the power footprint is narrow. Noteworthy, the spatial spread
at the BS impacts the power footprint width as well. As a
consequence, more users can be served when the spatial spread
is less. Compared to coherent detection, the total number
of optimally supported users can be smaller [40]. However,
the complexity of the system is reduced since no accurate
channel state information and no pilot symbol allocation is
required. The associated channel estimation errors and spectral
efficiency losses have a severe impact on the system per-
formance [13], which have not been taken into account in
this paper. Moreover, utilizing the power-space profile instead
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of the actual channel estimates as in our proposed detection
scheme may also be advantageous in dynamic scenarios. Since
the power-space profile is only angle-dependent, the profiles
are robust especially to radial user movements towards or away
from the base station. On the contrary, outdated channel state
information due to users in mobility can be very harmful when
CSI-based detection is applied [41], [42].

In summary, despite the reduced user separability, the sub-
array architecture is a very promising approach when non-
coherent detection schemes are applied at the BS. Moreover,
this approach offers the opportunity to relax the design re-
quirements for a practical implementation. As future work, the
optimization of the number of sub-arrays and the correspond-
ing number of receive antennas per sub-array remains, since
they affect the induced power distribution at the receiver and
thus, the user separability and the number of users, which can
be accommodated. Furthermore, there are additional degrees
of freedom when specifying the scanning angle range of
each sub-array. For instance, applying the analog beamforming
approach, the scanning angle range can be sectorized and each
sub-array processes the signals from an assigned sector.
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